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We take a holistic approach

to projects, considering all

aspects of strategy,

analysis, planning, and

execution to achieve

measurable results.

Whether we are creating or

implementing an

integrated marketing

communications campaign,

carrying out market

research, investigating

plans for your product road

map, or informing strategic

plans, we have the big

picture in mind.

TBI Communications is a strategic consultancy and marketing communications
agency. With over 20 years’ experience, we have worked with some of the world’s
most inspiring and innovative brands – from academic institutions, scholarly
societies, international organisations, and charities to large and small businesses. We
help our clients understand the needs of their communities and increase the
relevance, value and usage of their products and services in their markets.

ABOUT US   
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M A R K E T I N G  S T R A T E G Y

We have developed strategic marketing plans for several global society publishers
and technology companies. These projects have involved a full marketing audit,
identifying opportunities and priorities, and developing a comprehensive marketing
strategy with detailed project plans and messaging frameworks for product launches
and campaign implementation.

OUR SERVICES   
TBI has been one of our oldest

partners in marketing and

communications at eLife. They

helped us to establish our first

strategies for outreach to the

scientific community, and over

the years they have remained a

reliable, ‘go to team’ to help us

with everything from email

campaigns to our perception

surveys, so if you have the

opportunity to work with TBI, I

would definitely suggest you

give it a try! 

Jennifer Gibson, Head of Open

Research Communication, eLife
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Working with TBI has enabled

Cabells to improve its overall offer

for two reasons. Firstly, the

confidence they gave us about

branding due to the thoroughness

of their research meant that we

could take quick decisions.

Secondly, as a result of them being

extremely flexible and quick to

respond to requests, saw our

rebranding exercise move forward

very quickly from brief to final

changes. As a result, we would not

hesitate to recommend themfor

any branding or market research

work.

Simon Linacre, Marketing Director,

Cabells

B R A N D I N G  A N D  B R A N D  S T R A T E G Y

We work with organisations around the world to help them communicate what they do best, gain
insight into their community needs, and establish their unique brand identity. We have
successfully developed the brand strategy for a number of leading societies including the
American Mathematical Society, OECD, Cabells, British Society for Haematology, JISC’s
Resource Discovery Network, BMJ Publishing Group, and developed the brand platform and key
messaging for the publications of the European Molecular Biology Organisation (EMBO). 

 

OUR SERVICES   
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TBI recently assisted us with

programming and analysing a

survey which ultimately had over

7,500 respondents. Their

expertise in scholarly

communications was invaluable,

enabling me to trust them to

understand the significance of the

results and to distil the survey’s

findings and implications for

reporting to our wider stakeholder

group. They brought the data to

life well and presented it

beautifully, making it easy for

people to digest. I felt proud to

pass on the report created by TBI.

Charlie Rapple, Sales &

Marketing Director and co-

founder, Kudos

S T R A T E G I C  M A R K E T  A N A L Y S I S  A N D
M A R K E T  R E S E A R C H  

Our expertise in market research and strategic market analysis enables us to assist you with any scope of
market research project, from survey distribution and analysis through to a multi-faceted program of research
encompassing interviews, focus groups, user observation, and data audits. Our actionable insights have helped
identify opportunities and supported strategic decision-making for several professional membership
associations, scientific societies, international governmental organisations (IGOs), technology providers, and
publishers. 
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Non-profit publisher Annual

Reviews has partnered with TBI for

12 years –at this point, we regard

them as an extension of our in-

house Marketing team. As a full-

service agency, they offer expertise

in market research, institutional

marketing, public relations, email

marketing and social media

engagement. Their focus on

measurable results helps

demonstrate the impact of our

MarCom program. Above and

beyond that, they provide up-to-

the-minute industry insight,

improving our business

performance.  

Liz Allen, Director, Strategy and

Marketing, Annual Reviews

M A R K E T I N G :  C A M P A I G N  P L A N N I N G
A N D  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  

From web site copy and design, white papers, digital advertising, and social media campaigns, to high visibility
conference presence and public relations campaigns, our marketing activities will raise the profile of your brand,
products, and services. We can deliver integrated marketing plans and campaigns to achieve your goals for growth,
community engagement, lead generation, and customer retention. We work closely with our clients to help them
achieve their goals, whatever those goals may be. 

Many of our clients do not have the capacity inhouse to implement everything they want to do. TBI can help when
you need to expand your marketing capacity, whether for a short time or an on-going basis. You will benefit from
the wide range of experience our team offers. We tailor our approach for each organisation for seamless
integration. We can also expand the skill set of your own team with training.
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S T R A T E G I C  C O N S U L T A N C Y

TBI can help you define and articulate – or just refresh – a high-level organisational strategy.  The research
communications industry is subject to rapid change and a solid strategic vision can help keep you steady in
the years ahead. We help our clients think about the problems they are trying to solve for the community
they serve, and assist them in re-evaluating their goals alongside a longer-term strategy. We are
collaborative in our approach and call upon the skills and experience of the whole TBI team. 

O P E N  A C C E S S  C O N S U L T A N C Y

TBI has been working with societies for many years helping them to develop their Open Access strategies.
We work with our clients to understand the landscape of their subject area, finances, subscription patterns,
business requirements, organisational objectives, and the needs of their authors and readers, to help them
map out or refresh an OA strategy that works for them. 

 

OUR SERVICES   
We commissioned TBI to conduct an

open access feasibility report on our

behalf, based upon customer surveys,

qualitative interviews and business

data analysis. The remit included

financial modelling and scenario-

building. From the outset, the TBI

team provided excellent advice and

were extremely responsive

throughout the process. We altered

the scope of the project mid-way

through and they proved highly

flexible in dealing with the new

requirements – meeting all deadlines,

often at short notice. We were

extremely happy with the final report

which provided rich insights and is

very helpful for our decision-making.

It was an absolute pleasure working

with the TBI team.

Damon Allen, Head of Sales,

OECD 
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With TBI’s assistance and

collaboration, The Electrochemical

Society launched a campaign

sharing our community’s personal

and scientific responses to the

COVID-19 pandemic. Our goal is

to share our global members’

common experiences in this time

of isolation, and highlight our

community’s resilience and

adaptability. These inspirational

articles, based on community

interviews, reassure our members

that ECS is there to support their

personal and professional lives.

Shannon C. Reed, Director of

Community Engagement

SERVICES   

C O M M U N I T Y  E N G A G E M E N T  

Like many businesses, societies have had to change and adapt over the last two years to
meet the changing needs of the communities they serve. Societies (and publishers) have had
to find more effective ways of reaching their research communities. We work with our clients
to identify how they can understand and articulate the requirements of their membership
and wider community and work with them to create innovative product development and
communication strategies to help them move towards their goals.
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O U R  M O D E R N
M A R K E T I N G  M O D E L  

Over twenty years, we have earned our reputation for
transforming strategic planning into actionable
campaigns, informed by research. We blend a
detailed understanding of market and audience
segmentation with progressive thinking and harness
technology to deliver results. We have an
experienced, friendly and talented team who will be
available to work on all of our client’s projects.
Between us we have many years of experience in
senior management, product development, and
marketing and communications in the research
communications sector. 

As academic publishing and research communications
continues to evolve, we evolve with it. We stay up to
speed with the latest developments which helps
inform all the work we do. We avoid bias as to how
things ‘have been done’ and nurture ideas for how
things ‘could be done.’ We stand for helping our
clients focus on and realize their vision with our focus
on The Big Ideas (TBI).

OUR APPROACH  
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OUR SPECIAL ISTS   Our team of marketers,
strategists, and
consultants have
extensive experience
developing growth and
marketing strategies
while addressing
regional market
differences.

Get in contact to see
how we can support
you:

lynne.miller@tbicommunications.com 

 

 

L Y N N E  M I L L E R
Managing Director 

T R A C Y  G A R D N E R
Senior Consultant – Product Development 

and Community Engagement 

A M B E R  P H I P P S  
Marketing Executive 

K E L L Y  H E N W O O D
Senior Manager, Strategy 

and Communications

R O W A N  B A N H A M
Senior Marketing Executive

A M E L I A  J O N E S  
Digital Marketing Executive
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M I T H U  L U C R A F T
Senior Consultant

mailto:lynne.miller@tbicommunications.com


Marketing and strategic consulting in the research communications sector  

CALL ON TBI  COMMUNICATIONS TO REACH YOUR GOALS
Lynne Miller, Managing Director: lynne.miller@tbicommunications.com  
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